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supported by the recent results of Dolezalek and
Spear' where the hole-drift mobility at room tem-
perature is insensitive to hydrostatic pressure up
to 5 kbar. However, it is possible that at lower
temperatures hopping through localized states may
be the transport mechanism. In this model holes
do not communicate with the valence band but
rather jump from one localized state to the next,
with the release time being much larger than the
time-of-flight between states. Such a model has
been described in detail by Pai and has been used
with some success in explaining similar field-de-
pendent mobilities for hole transport in PVK, and

by Scharfe' in vitreous films of As, Se~. However,
only in amorphous selenium can one observe a
continuous transition from a shallow trap- controlled
mobility at high temperatures to an anomalous
electric-field-dependent mobility at low tempera-
tures. If this anomalous region were due to a hop-
ping-type transport, one would expect to see a sig-
nificant decrease in the activation energy with de-
creasing temperature; otherwise, the activation
energy associated with the high-temperature region

would dominate. In fact, the activation energy at
the lowest field where transits can be observed is
0. 23 eV, the same value obtained in the —10 to
—70 C region. This smooth transition implies
that the release rate is being determined by a func-
tion of the form

where P„ is the high-temperature activation ener-
gy (= 0. 23 eV) and g(E, T) represents the electric
field and temperature modulation of the potential
barrier.

In summary, for temperatures above —70 'C,
well-defined electric-field- independent mobilities
are observed. As a function of temperature, the
hole-drift mobility in this region shows a deviation
from a simple exponential dependence confirming
the results of Grunwald and Blakney. 'Below —70 'C,
the apparent hole mobility as calculated from well-
defined transit times exhibits an anomalous elec-
tric-field dependence. It is suggested that this
behavior is caused by an electric-field modulation
of the localization time of the trapped holes.
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An approximate expression which describes the effects of finite ion size on the E-center
energy levels is developed and investigated. It is used in a study of the E&-center energy
levels; the impurity-induced changes in the ion-size correction, ionic displacements, and
polarization are treated as perturbations on the E-center energy levels. We find that the
splitting of the E-center excited state results mainly from the difference in the ion-size cor-
rection for the impurity and host cations, and that the approximate E-center excited-state
wave functions used here concentrate too much charge at the impurity site.

I. Fg CENTER

The I"
& center' in the alkali halides consists of

an I' center, an electron bound to an anion vacan-

cy, modified by the presence of an impurity alkali
ion of smaller size which substitutionally replaces
a cation on a nearest-neighbor site to the vacancy.
The introduction of this impurity ion reduces the
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symmetry of the potential acting on the electron
trapped at the anion vacancy, the E electron, from
0„to C4„. This reduction in symmetry will split
the excited P state of the unperturbed E center into
two levels, one of which is doubly degenerate and
transforms according to the E representation of
the group C4„, and the other of which is nondegen-
erate and transforms according to the A, repre-
sentation. Transitions between the ground state
and these two levels are characterized by the
labels E~ and E», respectively. The optical ab-
sorption associated with these two transitions con-
sists of two bands, one (E~) of which is centered
near the absorption band of the unperturbed F cen-
ter and is polarized in a plane perpendicular to the
vacancy-impurity axis, and the other (E„,) of
which occurs at somewhat longer wavelengths and

is polarized parallel to the vacancy-impurity axis.
At least three previous theoretical investigations

of the energy levels of the F„center have been re-
ported. In the first, the ground and excited states
of the E electron were represented by a linear
combination of the atomic orbitals of the cations
surrounding the vacancy, and the lowering of the
nondegenerate excited state was found to be a func-
tion of the difference in the ionization energies of
the host and impurity alkali atoms. In the latter
two, ' the ion-size correction is considered as a
perturbation on the point-ion approximation due to
a pseudopotential centered on the neighboring
ions; the energy of the A1 level was found to be
lowered relative to the E level due to differences
in the pseudopotential for the host and impurity
ions. In this treatment we shall follow more close-
ly this latter approach in that we examine the ef-
fects of finite ion size; in addition, we discuss the
effects of a difference in the displacement and the
electronic polarizability of the impurity relative
to the other nearest-neighbor cations. We find
that the difference in the ion-size correction be-
tween the impurity and host cations makes the
dominant contribution to the energy splitting of the
E-center excited state. We find, in addition, that
the approximate excited-state E-electron wave
functions used in this calculation tend to concen-
trate too much charge at the lattice sites nearest
the vacancy center.

In our treatment of this problem we shall limit
our consideration to E-electron wave functions of
the form

where l = 0 and 1 for the ground and excited states,
i.e. , we limit ourselves to s-like ground-state
wave functions and P-like excited-state wave func-
tions. While we shall regard the Gourary and
Adrian' (hereafter referred to as GA) type-III wave

function to be a good approximation to the unper-
turbed ground-state wave function of the E electron
and the GA type-II wave function to be a good ap-
proximation to the excited state, we shall use oth-
er approximate forms of f,(r) as well.

In the point-ion-lattice approximation there can
be no splitting of the excited state of the F center
because of the impurity ion. Thus the observed
splitting must arise from corrections to this ap-
proximation, e.g. , from differences in the dis-
placement, the electronic polarizability, and the
ion-size correction of the impurity ion relative to
the remaining nearest-neighbor cations. This ion-
size correction includes the repulsive potential
arising from the requirement that the E-electron
wave function be orthogonal to all the occupied
electron orbitals in the crystal and the contribution
to the energy of the E electron remaining in the
Hartree-Fock potential after the point-ion potential
has been removed. '& The contribution of this
ion-size correction to the energy E, of the E-elec-
tron state 4,~(r) is shown later in the paper to be

y= 1
(2)

where the coefficients Ay and By depend only on the
ion at lattice site y and are identical to those de-
fined by Egs. (2. 28) and (2.24) of Itef. 6, and U„
is the potential energy of an electron at lattice site
y due to all the other ions in the crystal. The vec-
tor r, defines the position of lattice site y relative
to the vacancy site and the sum is to be carried
out over all N ions in the crystal.

If an impurity cation is located at the lattice site
y = 1, the change in the ion-size correction will be

where A, and B, refer to the cation in the host
crystal and A, and 8, refer, of course, to the im-
purity. We have used Eg. (3) to calculate the ex-
pected shifts of the E» and E» transition energies
from the F-center transition energy for a number
of different approximate forms of the E-electron
wave functions; the predicted and the experimental
values for these shifts are given in the first part
of Table I. Although the use of various approximate
forms for the E-electron wave function results in
substantial variations in the predicted shifts for
the Ez-center transition energies, for all the E&
centers examined and for all the approximate
forms of the wave functions used, the E» transi-
tion energy was found to be lower than the F&2
transition energy. Furthermore, in nearly all the
E„centers examined where an experimental value
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TABLE I. The shifts of the E~& and E~2 optical transitions energies from the E-center transition energy due to the
change in the ion-size correction are listed for selected E& centers and selected approximate forms of the E-electron
wave functions. The results listed in columns I and II were obtained using GA type-III and type-II wave functions to
represent the ground and excited states of the E electron; the wave-function parameters used in obtaining column I
were taken from Ref. 5 and those used in obtaining column II were taken from Ref. 6. The results listed in column
III were obtained using GA type-I wave functions and the results listed in column IV were obtained from the wave func-
tions defined in Ref. 8. The experimental values listed in column V were taken from Ref. 1. The ratio of the differ-
ence between the E~& and E~2 transition energies for the Na and Li E~ centers in the same host alkali halide are shown
in the last three rows of the table.

IV V

E~ center

KC1:NA
KCl:Li
KBr:Na
KBr:Li
Rbcl:K
RbCl:Na
RbC1:Li
RbBr:K
RbBr:Na
RbBr:Li

—0.40eV
—0.50

—0.06
—0.38
—0.46

Fz& F„,

0.00
0.05
0.07

0.06 eV —0.42eV
0.08 —0.52

—0.36
—0.45
—0.07
—0.43
—0.52
—0.06
—0.38
—0.46

0.07 eV —0.30 eV
0.08 —0.38
0. 06
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.08
0.00 -0.05
0.06 —0.29
0.07 —0.35

0. 06 eV
0.08

0.00
0.05
0.07

Fg)
—0.40 eV
—0.49
—0.33
—0.41

0.05 eV
0.06
0. 04
0.06

Fg(

—0.19eV
—0.33
—0.16
—0. 24

—0.20
—0.33
—0.19

—0. 29

F„,
0.04eV

—0.06
0.01

—0.06

0.04
—0.10
—0.01

—0. 08

Kcl

RbCl

0.79 0.81

0, 80

0.82

0.78 0.82

0.79

0.85

0. 95

1.04

of the separation between the transition energies
was available, the separation predicted with any
of the approximate forms of the E-center wave
function was larger than the experimentally ob-
served separation; the only exceytion was the
RbBr:K F& center. Therefore, we conclude that
an important source of the observed shifts of the
Ez, and E» transition energies from the E-center
transition energy is the change in the ion-size cor-
rection resulting from the substitution of an im-
purity cation in a nearest-neighbor site.

There may however be additional contributions
to the splitting of the excited state due to differ-
ences in the displacement of the impurity relative
to the remaining nearest-neighbor cations. Such
a relative disylacement of the impurity ion will
produce a Stark splitting in the excited p state of
the F center; the resulting shifts in the Fz, and
E» transition energies from the E-center transi-
tion are shown for KCl in Fig. 1. We have con-
sidered the lattice distortion about the vacancy cen-
ter in terms of a model' in which the six cations
nearest the vacancy center are permitted to under-
go radial displacements from their respective lat-
tice sites while the remaining ions in the crystal
remain fixed on their respective lattice sites. The
application of this model to the E center is dis-
cussed in the Appendix; the generalization to the
F& center is straightforward. Typical displace-
ments calculated for both the F and the E„center

are shown in Table II. Use of other approximate
forms'» ' of f,(r) and parameters appropriate to
other alkali halides lead to similar displaeements.
The general trend of the calculated displacements
of the cations neighboring an E center is outward;
this result is consistent with other & detailed
studies of the lattice distortion in the vicinity of
the E center and with measurements of the volume
expansion" associated with the introduction of E
centers into the alkali halides. For the E~ center
the calculations indicate that the nearest-neighbor
host cations move to a position nearer to the va-
cancy center than that which they occupied in the
unperturbed E center and that the impurity ion
moves outward relative to these host cations.
These results are consistent with our intuition, since
the impurity ion is smaller, and with ENDOR mea-
surements' on the KCl:Li and KBr:Li Ez centers.

One may expect further contributions to the
shifts of the E» and F» transition energies due to
the difference in the electronic polarizabilities of
the impurity and host cations. We have calculated
these shifts using a procedure analogous to that
used in Ref. 5 to treat polarization effects in the
E center. When polarizabilities' and other param-
eters appropriate to the KC1:Na and KC1:Li E„
centers were used together with selected approx-
imate forms of the F-electron function, the mag-
nitude of the splitting of the E-center excited-state
energy level was found to be about 10% of the
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Figure 2 illustrates the contribution of each of
these sources to the energy levels of the E„cen-
ters in KCl. Also shown are the results of an at-
tempt to estimate the error introduced in these
energies due to the approximations made in obtain-
ing Eq. (2); this error will be discussed in more
detail in Sec. II. One notes from Fig. 2 that the
Il» transition in the KCl: Li E„center is lowered
to an energy nearly equal to the E-center transi-
tion energy. This downward energy shift is pri-
marily due to the outward relative displacement
of the impurity ion; also this downward shift
brings the predicted E» transition energy into bet-
ter agreement with the experimental transition en-
ergies shown in Table I. However, one also notes
that the separation of the E and A, excited-state
levels is considerably larger than the experimental
separation and that this large separation is clearly
due to the ion-size correction. Since it is evident
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splitting observed in the F~ center, and the I'»
transition energy was shifted to a higher energy
than the Il» transition.

FIG. 1. Calculated shifts in the optical absorption
energies of the E&& and E~2 transition from the E-center
absorption energy due to the Stark splitting associated
with a radial displacement 6p —o.

p of the impurity ion
relative to the other nearest-neighbor cations ((5p o'p

is positive for an inward displacement and has the units
of the lattice constant) are shown for selected approxi-
mate forms of the E-electron wave functions in KCl. The
approximate forms of the wave functions used are (a) GA

type I, solid line; (b) GA type-III and type-II ground and

excited state, dashed line; and (c) those given in Ref. 8,
dotted line.
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KCl:Na
KCl. Li
KBr:Li
BbBr:Li

op(E)

—0. 022
—0. 022
—0, 021
-0, 018

~o(E&)

—0. 061
—0. 104
—0. 112
-0.125

&o(E~)

—0, 018
—0. 016
—0. 015
—D. 011

—0. 043
—0. 088
-0.097
—0. 114

TABLE II. The calculated equilibrium radial dis-
placements of the cations nearest the vacancy, denoted
by oo(F) are shown in the first column for selected un-
perturbed E centers, and the calculated equilibrium ra-
dial displacements of the impurity ion, denoted by (5p(Fg),
and of the remaining cations nearest the vacancy, de-
noted by oo(E&), for the F& center are shown in the sec-
ond and third columns. These displacements are given
in units of the lattice constant and inward displacements
are taken to be positive. The relative displacement of
the impurity ion is shown in the fourth column. These
calculations were done using the GA type-III wave func-
tion with parameters from Ref. 6.

-0.2—

A(
KCl: Li

AI

FIG. 2. Changes in the E-center energy levels due to
the presence of an impurity ion in a nearest-neighbor
position for the KCl: Na and KC1: Li E~ centers. The
energy levels of the unperturbed E-center are shown in
(a) and the changes are due to (b) the change in the ion-
size correction, (c&) the Stark splitting and (c&) changes
in the ion-size correction associated with the displace-
ment of the impurity ion relative to the other nearest-
neighbor cations, (d) the errors arising from the assump-
tion that the E-electron wave function is constant through-
out the ion core, and (e) polarization effects. The cal-
culations were done using GA type-III and -II wave func-
tions to represent the ground and excited states of the E
electron. Each energy level is labeled with the repre-
sentation of the symmetry group according to which the
level transforms.
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from Eq. (3) that the calculated separation between
the transition energies of the E„center depends on
the magnitude of the E-electron excited-state wave
function at a nearest-neighbor site, one concludes
from Table II that the approximate forms of the
excited-state E-electron wave function which we
have chosen for our calculation concentrate too
much charge at the nearest-neighbor sites. That
the electron wave function is indeed the source of
the overestimate of the calculated splittings is
evidenced by the good agreement between the ex-
perimental ratio of the energy-level splittings for
the Na and Li Ez center in the same host alkali
halide and the calculated ratio. These ratios are
listed in the latter part of Table I. It has been ob-
served previously'~ '4 that the E-electron ground-
state wave functions obtained in the yoint-ion ap-
proximation tend to concentrate too much charge
at the nearest-neighbor sites.

Although the discussion of this article has been
limited to the Fz center, which is known to exist
in the alkali halides, it is interesting to speculate
regarding the existence of other similar defect-
impurity centers. One such center, consisting of
an E center modified by the presence of an alkali
ion of larger size in a nearest-neighbor site, has
been identified' in KCl containing Rb impurities.
The optical absorption' associated with this cen-
ter shows a slight shift to lower energies from the
E-center absorption and does not exhibit the two
absorption bands characteristic of the F„center.
While the transition energies calculated for this
center using Eq. (3) are not inconsistent with the
experimental observations described above, tran-
sition energies significantly greater than the E-cen-
ter transition were calculated for similar centers
in other materials. Another such center might
be defined by the presence of an anion impurity in
a next-nearest-neighbor position to the E center.
For these centers the predicted transition energy
shifts due to the ion-size correction are compar-
able to those expected from a Stark splitting of the
E-center excited state; both are of order 0.05 eV.
In view of the recent identification'~ of the E center
in the alkaline-earth fluorides, it is not unreason-
able to expect that an analog of the E„center may
exist in these materials. We have calculated the
shifts in the transition energies from the E-center
transition energy due to the change in the ion-size
correction for several such centers. As an ex-
ample of our results the predicted transition en-
ergies of the CaF~:Mg center are 1.8 and 3.5 eV
for transitions polarized yarallel and perpendicular
to the vacancy-impurity axis.

In Fig. 2 we have ignored the difference in the
ion-ion repulsion energy between an E~ center and
an E center together with a distant alkali ion im-

purity. While this energy difference will not be
important in a discussion of the transition energies
of the Ez center since it alters all the energy le-
vels by an equal amount, it will be important in a
discussion of the relative total ground-state en-
ergies of the E„center and the E center plus a
distant alkali impurity. We estimate' the ion-ion
repulsive energy difference between an impurity
ion in a nearest-neighbor site to an E center and
one in a distant-neighbor site to an E center to be
0.08 eV for a typical E„ceuter (KCl:Na). From
this result and the results shown in Fig. 2, there
seems to be little difference between the total
ground-state energies of these two systems.

II. ION-SIZE CORRECTION

We have arrived at the approximate form of the
ion-size correction given in Eq. (2) by a develop-
ment similar to that given in Ref. 6. We insist,
however, that when a variational or perturbation
technique is to be used to obtain the energies and
wave functions of the E electron, the Phillips-
Kleinman form of the repulsive potential, denoted
by V~, should be used. This repulsive potential
results from orthogonalizing the smooth envelop
function of the E electron to the filled ion-core
states and it can be combined with the Hartree-
Fock potential to form what is known as a pseudo-
potential, denoted Vz, . The solutions g(r) of the
resulting eigenvalue yroblem,

(T+ V ) P(r) = EP(r)

where T is the kinetic energy, are referred to as
pseudo-wave-functions. If one uses V„"in V„,
any linear combination of the core-state wave
functions may be added to g(r) without altering the
valence eigenvalue E. ' One may use this inde-
terminacy of g(r) to fix the projection of $(r) on the
core states in such a way as to yield a more con-
venient form V'„of the repulsive potential. If this
is done, Eq. (4) can sometimes be solved with
greater ease. However, the pseudo-wave-function
P'(r) associated with V„' contains a specific linear
combination of core states. This limitation on the
pseudo-wave-function presents no difficulty when
Eg. (4) is integrated directly, but it can lead to
yroblems when ayproximate methods of solving
Eq. (4) are used. For example, if a variational
technique is used to solve Eq. (4) and one wishes
to use variational wave functions which are not
orthogonal to the core states, then it is necessaryao
that V„be used since only this form yields pseudo-
wave-functions which are degenerate with the core
states. In other applications it may be more con-
venient to regard the repulsive potential as a yer-
turbation on the Hartree-Fock potential. In these
the approximate solutions to the Hartree-Fock
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Hamiltonian (for exact solutions, the repulsive
potential is zero) must be regarded as the pseudo-
wave -functions. Since the pseudo-wave-function
is then known and the core wave functions are as-
sumed to be known, this pseudo-wave-function is
associated with a particular, but generally not
easily specified, form of the pseudopotential, i.e. ,
it contains a specific linear combination of core
wave functions. However, if Vz is used in such
a perturbation calculation, one need not be con-
cerned with the projection of the pseudo-wave-
function on the core states since '

4 (r)=l' 4 (r)

In order to obtain the ion-size correction to the
E-electron energy due to an ion at lattice site y,
we replace the pseudo-wave-function g(r) with

C,„(r) given in Eq. (l) and expand this function in
a Taylor's series about the point r, . If we retain
only the first term in this expansion, i.e. , we
make the approximation that the variation of
C, (r) over the volume of the ion cores may be
neglected in calculating the magnitude of the ion-
size correction, then it can be shown that matrix
elements of the electron kinetic energy between

C, (r) and the core s states are negligible com-
pared to corresponding matrix elements of the
electron potential ener gy. This result immediately
leads one to the approximate form of the ion-size
correction given in Eq. (2). Expressions similar
to Eq. (2) have been obtained in at lea.st two other
treatments of the effect of finite ion size on the

energy levels of the E electron. In the first of
these, which arises in a discussion of the effect of
finite ion size on the E center in LiF, the finite-
ion-size effects were restricted to the nearest-
neighbor cations. In the second, a different form
of the pseudopotential was used, and this resulted
in the E-electron energy E appearing in Eq. (2)
being replaced by the expectation value of the
pseudopotential. In application the effect of this
difference is expected to be small compared to the
errors involved in the approximation.

By retaining further terms in the expansion of

4, (r„) about r„one can gain some insight into
the range of validity of the approximation de-
scribed above. We did this and carried out cal-
culations for the cations nearest the vacancy cen-
ter. One finds the error to be proportional to
the product of the radial derivative of f, (r) eval-
uated at r„and a function of order unity which in-
creases with the size of the cation. Thus we ex-
pect that the approximation described above will
be least valid when the ratio of radii of the anion
and cation is small. In addition, we find that,
owing to the presence of the radial derivatives of

f, (r), the estimate of the error is quite sensitive

to the choice of f,(r). Estimates of this error are
shown in Fig. 2.

The coefficients A„and B„used in Eq. (2) are
defined in Ref. 6. Numerical values of these co-
efficients for the alkali, alkaline-earth, and
halide ions are also given in Ref. 6. Itis suggested
there that the coefficient A„must be reduced by
an empirical factor 0. 53 in order to obtain agree-
ment between the theoretically predicted and ex-
perimentally observed E-center absorption ener-
gies in the alkali halides. We find that inclusion
of this reduction factor causes the terms of Eq.
(3) to cancel, resulting in calculated shifts of the
E» and E» transition energies from the E-cen-
ter transition energy which are smaller in mag-
nitude than those observed and which vary in sign
from center to center. In view of this lack of
correlation with observation, and since this re-
duction factor serves only to make the calculated
E-band energies correlate with experiment, we
have chosen to ignore it in our calculations.

At the conclusion of our calculations on the
E„center we noted that the excited-state E-elec-
tron wave functions used here concentrate too
much charge at the nearest-neighbor cation sites.
Prompted by this observation we have examined
the ion-size correction using the rather arbitrary
assumption that the E-electron charge density at
all the ion sites in the crystal was reduced by a
factor of 2 from that given by @,„(r). This as-
sumption leads to calculated E-center transition
energies which go more or less continuously from
good agreement to very poor agreement with ex-
periment as one goes from alkali halides with
large ratios of the anion and cation radii to those
with small ratios. This is, of course, consistent
with our earlier discussion of the validity of the
approximate form of the ion-size correction used
in this calculation and it also suggests a possible
reason for our poor results for the RbBr:K E&
center.

APPENDIX

We shall investigate the effect of the ion-size
correction on the lattice distortion in the vicinity
of the E center in the context of the model' in
which the six nearest-neighbor ions move into the
vacancy by an amount oR, where R is the lattice
constant, and the remaining ions remain fixed at
their respective lattice sites. The energy changes
accompanying this distortion resulting from changes
in the expectation value of the E-electron potential
energy, in the ion-ion repulsion and in the elec-
trostatic interaction are discussed in Ref. 5 and
will be denoted here by ~&. The total energy
change accompanying the distortion will be

(Ai)
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In the presence of a distortion of the nearest-neigh-
bor ions, the ion-size correction, which is given
by Eq. (2) of the text, is changed by an amount

~o = 6[~~+ (Eoo —~0 Bi] l @oo(R(& -&)) l'

+g [X„+(Z,', -V„')B„]l4„(r„)l'

panying the distortion is

,Z[~, -(V', —V,)][i-(i+r')(o], (As)

[A, + (E„—U,)B,] lf, (R) I' 6B, Ifo(R) I'
4v —6B, Ifo(R) I

' 4v —6B, Ifo(R) I

where the subscript y = 1 -6 denotes the six near-
est-neighbor ions and the primed quantities are to
be evaluated in the distorted system. Since the
terms of ~o are proportional to Igloo(r) I', and
since this wave function decays exponentially in
the region outside the space enclosed by the near-
est-nei. ghbor ions, we shall make the approxima-
tion that only the terms evaluated at nearest-neigh-
bor sites contribute significantly to ~2. The dif-
ference in energy between the distorted and the un-
distorted systems is simply the total energy change

If we expand the wave function @oo(R(l —o))
in a Taylor series, the total energy change accom-

$ = 2Rf '(R)/f, (R),

g = R'[ f"(R)f (R) +f'o(R)]/f,'(R) (A4

In these expressions the primes on fo(o) denote
the radial derivatives of fo(o'). For certain com-
posite approximations to the E-electron wave
functions, e.g. , the GA type-II and -III wave
functions, the quantity fo"(R), and, hence, the
quantity p, is not well defined. For the wave
functions used in these calculations, the uncer-
tainties in q due to this ambiguity are small com-
pared to the variations introduced by the choice
of fo(~).
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